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The Kashmir Rights Forum (KRF) is an informal, secular, apolitical and forward looking interactive platform
highlighting human rights violations perpetuated against innocent Kashmiri population by terrorists either directly
supported by separatists and their over ground workers or indirectly by sympathizers over last three decades as a
result of proxywar initiatedby Pakistanonour homeland.

KRF is dexterous, focused forum with overarching mission to mobilize expertise and public opinion to counter
the organized attempt to violate human rights of common innocent Kashmiris of all generations by the nexus and
tarnishing the image of government and security forces by certain section of media, intelligentsia and conflict
entrepreneurs by flaring up allegations of human rights violations on them, thus diverting attention from the real
perpetrators of these violations.

We, at KRF encourage response by likeminded or otherwise, people and organizations, on documents,
articles & video content produced onmultiple social media platforms by us to apprise all citizens of such violations.
KRF will endeavor to expose the designs of the perpetrators by studying the past and present and producing the
facts for public scrutiny as part of our research andhighlight such events in present, earliest on occurrence.
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Mohammad Ibrahim was shot after terrorists fired
at him multiple times in the Bohri Kadal area of
Srinagar on evening of Nov 9. Ibraham Khan, a
resident of Bandipora worked as a salesman in the
shop of Roshan Lal Mawa who had returned back to
his native land after 29 years in 2019. The
motherland�s love brought him back to the valley
where the neighbors eagerly waited for his return.
Pandits had been a part and parcel of the Kashmiriyat
since the inception of the age old tradition. The two
communities were living in harmony until militancy
and lack of support from the locals resulted in large
scale exodus of Kashmiri Pandits. Of late it has been
quiet heartening to see the
revival of the bondage
b e t w e e n t h e t w o
communities. The links
b e t w e e n t h e t w o a r e
interwoven with love, affection
and deep respect for one
ano the r. Howeve r, the
g r u e s om e mu r d e r o f
Mohammad Ibrahim Khan by
terrorists has again jolted the
influx of Pandits to the valley.
Ibrahim was a sales assistant
in a shop owned by a Pandit.
T hough t h e Ka s hm i r i
Muslalmaans are fond of the
Pandit community and have
no enmity towards them, but

certain hardliner Kashmiris want to disturb the overall
environment of brotherhood.

It is noteworthy to observe that a Muslim sacrificed
his life for the Pandit, which the shop owner Sandeep
Mawa quoted in an interview with the media; Mawa
says �He sacrificed his life forme. Amuslim sacrificed
his life for a Hindu. He was a great soul.� The
Kashmiris need to stand up against the inhumane
approach of the terrorists as also need to voice their
collective opinion against the terrorists. These
inimical elements have always disturbed the
communal harmony. All the communities Muslim,
Hindu, Christian and Sikh will have to collectively

fight this trend of cutting the
basic fabric of Kashmiriyat.
Terror outfits have recently
intensified their operations in
v a l l e y t o de s t r o y t h e
development and peace
process in the valley. The new
economic projects introduced
in valley are bringing back
prosperity to the valley.
Attacking the shopof a

Pandit businessman is
aimed at disrupting the
economic process of bringing
back development to the
valley.

An inspiring example of trust and
faith. Terrorists aimed their guns at

the Pandit shop owner but the
Muslim salesman instead took the
bullets on his chest. Such incidents
solidify the spirit of Kashmiriyat

even more.

MUSLIM SALESMAN TO

A PANDIT FAMILY

KILLED BY TERRORISTS

FOR DISPLAYING TRUE

KASHMIRIYAT
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In a gruesome grenade attack by terrorists, two
paramilitary personnel including two civilians
sustained injuries in the Palhalan chowk of Baramulla
on 17 November. The attack unfolded inside the
market on an open road and was aimed at
demoralizing and causing casualties to security
forces while embodying
an intention of instilling
fear among the masses
and restr ict ing their
m o v e m e n t a n d
bu s i n e s s e s t h e r eb y
endeavoring to disrupt the
economic revival in the
valley. These deplorable
at tacks of mindless
violence cause undue
hardships to the daily
wagers viz, tongas, carts,
street hawkers and small
business units,who are
forced to close making it

extremely hard for them to sustain their daily earnings
The labourers and small scale business are worst hit
given the attacks that occur in public places like
markets, roads etc. The security forces find it hard to
sieve the terrorists who exploit the shield and
camouflage of the local populace and perform

nefarious acts of violence.
This, in turn, affects the
freedom of the local
p o p u l a c e w h o s e
movement is hampered in
checkings and frisking at
some points due to civilian
attires put on by the
terrorists.

The people of Kashmir
need to rise to the
occas ion and show
solidarity by continuously
condemning these
dastardly acts of violence

GRENADE ATTACK IN PALHALAN,

2 CRPF, 2 CIVILIANS  INJURED

Terror attacks deny Kashmiris
Right to earn a decent

livelihood: A major infringement
on their basic rights.
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In an attempt to ensure more harm and suffering
to the people, terrorists lobbed a grenade in Eidgah,
Srinagar on 11 Nov in a heavily crowded area which
resulted in injuries to two pedestrians, identified as
Aijaz AhmadBhat and Sajad ahmadBhat, an off-duty
policeman. The attack was carried out near the
CRPF�s 161 battalion camp to show that the attacks
were actually caused out
against the security forces.

The aim of such attacks
around security contingents
is to instill fear inminds of the
l oca l s , who cons i de r
themselves safe in vicinity of
security forces. Terrorists are

now frustrated of the evolving normalcy therefore
target the areas which sensationalize these nefarious
designs. Our collective approach can undo many
such attacks. Towards this, it�s important that all
Kashmiris remain awake to this live and burning
issue. Unless the entire community stands up against
these violent acts, nothing much can do to improve

the terror situation in the
valley. Kashmiri citizensmust
immediately report to the
nearest SF post about the
presence of terrorists thereby
thwarting the nefarious
intentions of the terror
groups.

2 INJURED IN SRINAGAR

GRENADE ATTACK

Local Kashmiris must unite

and collectively condemn

such dastardly acts of

terrorists.
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Violence gripped the valley since the last few
months little more than the average attacks in the
past. A lot of blood was shed due to the violence
initiated by terrorists a cop of JK police was targeted
by a group of armed terrorists outside his residence in
Batamaloo, Srinagar. , 29,
Sustained bullet shots from point-blank range.
Ahmad, the lone breadwinner of his family is survived
by his wife, two children aged four and five and an
elderlymother.

The killing followed the valley vide condemnation
from all sects of political beliefs, who in strong words
termed it as a .

the Jammu
and Kashmi r Na t i ona l
Conference tweeted. LG
Manoj Sinha also condemned
the deplorable act of violence
against the slain police cop.

Unfortunately, the killing

spree has been stretched into this month as well,
while the killings had already tolled to dual numbers
in last month. These terrorist operations have frozen
movement of the local citizenry, thereby affecting
their daily lives. The killing thread mostly took place
during night hours and wee hours so that normalcy
gets disruptedduring the day time.

It may well be understood that violent ideology of
terrorists is only further taking away the perceived
support of the locals.

Thirty-four people, including shopkeepers,
political activists and policemen, have been killed in
this year. These violent acts end up disrupting the
development and peace process. There were some
50-violence related incidents in the city of Srinagar
alone. However, the killing of Tausif sent a shock

down the spine of family
including his two children.
This cold blooded killing
seems to be a perceived
message to the police forces
who are toiling hard to
eliminate the terrorism from
the valley. Notwithstanding,
police have now formulated
stringentmeasures to nab and
punish the terrorists.

Constable Tausif Ahmad

�dastardly act� �Unequivocally
condemn the cowardly & dastardly attack on 29-
year-old policeman in Batamaloo, Srinagar in
which he lost his life. No words of condemnation
would be enough! May
Allah grant him a place in
Jannat. Our hearts go out to
his family and friends at this
time of grief,�

Killing of Tausif is an act of
extreme cowardice. He was the
lone bread-winner of the family,

survived by an elderly mother, wife
and two-children. His killing

proves that terrorist outfits have no
proximity to local Kashmiris.

DASTARDLY ATTACK BY TERRORISTS TAKES LIFE OF

A LONE BREAD-EARNER OF THE FAMILY



� 07 Nov 2021 �

� 09 Nov 2021 �

� 11 Nov 2021 �

� 17 Nov 2021 �

Mohammad Ibrahim a Salesman
killed for his age-old loyalty to
the Pandit family at Roshan lal
Mawa.
Grenade attack leaves two
civilians and security forces
injured at Palhalan chowk of
Baramulla.
2 Pedestrians injured in
Srinagar grenade attack in
CRPF at Eidgah, Srinagar.
Dastardly attack by terrorists
takes life of a constable Tousif
Ahmad lone bread-earner of
the family at Batamaloo,
Srinagar.
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SUMMARY OF

TERRORISTS HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS

IN OCTOMBER 2021

There have been three terrorist human rights violations in Kashmir valley in the month of
November 2021.

A) 06 civilians and02SFPersonnel suffered injuries during these attacks
B) 01 civilian and01 security personnel succumbed to injuries.

04 06 01 02 01
Incidents Civ Deaths Civ Injured Police / SF Death Police / SF Injured
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